
IMPACT STATEMENT- DECEMBER 12, 2017 

Good afternoon Honorable Judge Lindsay.  My name is Charles B. Randall, IV, 
and I’m a tribal citizen of the Shinnecock Nation, a federally recognized tribe.  I 
would like to thank you for allowing me to speak today to inform the court of the 
negative impact of former Shinnecock Gaming Authority treasurer, Ms. Karen 
Crippen-Hunter’s crimes.  My regards to the F.B.I.’s special agents McCarthy, 
Schultzel, Scanlon and the other agents of the Cybercrime Division and the U.S. 
Attorney’s office for the Eastern District of New York. 

The impact of Ms. Karen Crippen-Hunter’s theft, manipulation and distribution of 
my emails has been much more far reaching than her multiple cyber intrusions.  
She has caused immeasurable damage and harm to myself, her former Shinnecock 
Gaming Authority coworkers, former Vice-Chairman, Phillip Brown V, former 
Secretary, Barre Hamp, former Tribal Trustees Lance A. Gumbs and Gordell 
Wright; our families; and the 1,500 plus members of the Shinnecock Indian Nation. 

It is now a matter of fact and record that Ms. Karen Crippen-Hunter “availed 
herself of the services of a third party and an offshore company that specialized in 
providing ‘hacking’ services for compensation.”  While the F.B.I. alleges her 
motives were to gain “an advantage in negotiations relating to propose business 
opportunities related to gaming activity;” I would like to assert that Ms. Crippen-
Hunter weaponized my emails when she accused me and these four men of 
intentionally trying to harm our tribe for personal gain, a blatant lie she used to 
deliberately fraud the Shinnecock Nation.  Ms. Crippen-Hunter’s most recent 
attempt to perpetrate at fraud is that of her being a whistle blower.  Another attempt 
to deflect and mislead the Shinnecock community and court from her true crimes. 

To be clear, Ms. Crippen-Hunter actions were premeditated.  I feel violated.  She 
did not simply stumble across my emails in passing.  Upon reflection your honor, I 
find her actions to be “Creepy”.  I’m truly troubled to finally learn that Ms. 
Crippen-Hunter, a 64-year-old woman, was roaming through my intimate, private 
thoughts and communications for over six months.  When she finally did come 
forward, Ms. Crippen-Hunter did not follow any Tribal protocol.  She did not alert 
the State Police, the F.B.I. or the Nation’s Tribal Council of her raw findings. 

It is now a matter of fact and record that Ms. Crippen-Hunter availed herself of the 
services of a third party and an off-shore company that specialized in providing 
“hacking” services for compensation.  Ms. Crippen-Hunter used what she read to 
create an elaborate, fictional narrative using selected excerpts of my emails. She 
literally removed parts of sentences from its context and used them to author a 
multi-page flyer she craftily titled “Black Ops.”  For example, the flyer alleged that 



myself and these four men formed a tribal business entity for personal gain, when 
in fact the original email clearly states the entity “does not yet exist.” The original 
email also states that “once established the entity will be “100% owned by the 
Shinnecock Nation,” yet those statements were intentionally left out of the flyer.  
The innuendo- and lie-filled flyer was delivered door-to-door throughout the 
Shinnecock Tribal community by Ms. Crippen-Hunter’s sister, Michelle Johnson.  

In addition to the flyer, copies of my stolen emails were produced into three ring 
binder books that were introduced into the community through select tribal elders 
who were members of the Shinnecock Nation Council of Elders, who say they 
received this information from the Nation’s former Casino Developer, the president 
of Gateway Casino Resorts, Mike Malik, Sr. in a private meeting at Malik’s home 
in Southampton.  Ms. Crippen-Hunter then helped orchestrate a community 
meeting where she personally conducted a PowerPoint, presentation of select parts 
of my emails to once again reiterate her false narrative under the guise of 
transparency. 

The impact from the door-to-door handouts and the presentation were mass 
hysteria, governmental chaos and intense division and anger within the Tribe.  She 
knew that if she created enough mass hysteria, governmental chaos and intense 
division and pointed it in our direction, it would be enough to remove the five of us 
from all things related to gaming. She succeeded.  The five of us were tried, found 
guilty and punished in the court of public opinion.  We’ve had our reputations 
impugned and are looked upon by fellow tribal members with trepidation.  Mr. 
Brown and Mr. Hamp were unlawfully removed from their positions on the 
Shinnecock Gaming Authority, resulting in the loss of their wages and livelihoods.  
There was an illegal attempt to remove Mr. Gumbs and Mr. Wright, from office 
that resulted in their term as duly elected Tribal Trustees of the Shinnecock Indian 
Nation being plunged into turmoil.  I, your honor, have been verbally threatened 
and physically attacked and ostracized by members of my Nation.  My business 
opportunities, due to this fraudulent campaign of lies, are few and far between. 

Our families, who have never wavered in their support for us, have had to endure 
insults and threats of violence in defense of us against what a former Tribal Trustee 
described as a “witch hunt.”  The five of us were tried, found guilty and punished 
in the court of public opinion.  Furthermore, our right to due process, afforded to us 
under Tribal law, was denied then and continues to be denied to this day.  Today if 
you were to ask my sister, Lauryn Randall, Mr. Brown’s daughter, Dyáni Brown, 
Mr. Hamp’s mother, June Barré, Mr. Wright’s father, Reginald Wright, Mr. Gumbs 
children or his 96-year-old mother Harriet Gumbs how they felt about this ordeal, 
they would say that time has stood still.  Their pain and anger are just as palpable 
today as it was five years ago. 



Our vision was to bring prosperity and social services to our Nation and she stole 
that hope.  At the time of Ms. Crippen-Hunter’s intrusions into my email the 
Shinnecock Nation was engaged in contract negotiations with Gateway Casino 
Resorts, L.L.C., to develop a world class entertainment and gaming destination 
resort in the Long Island and metro New York City areas.  Gateway Casino 
Resorts, LLC, a Michigan limited liability company, located in Detroit, Michigan, 
is made up of two principals, Marian Ilitch, Secretary/Treasurer and Michael J. 
Malik, Sr., President.  Your honor, I never authorized any person or company to 
access to my email account, yet in July of 2012, Mike Malik used my emails to 
derail the research me and these four men were working on.  Two trustees, Mr. 
Gumbs and Mr. Wright and two gaming authority members, Mr. Brown and Mr. 
Hamp, in their official capacities, reached out to me in my capacity as a tribal 
volunteer on the Housing and Economic development committees to seek my 
professional skills as a real estate consultant.  The research we were working on 
together was to create a structure for the acquisition of land for economic and 
residential use, a low priority for Malik. 

Mr. Malik, through his legal counsel, wrote cease and desist letters to potential 
investors (Real Estate Hedge Fund), law firms and other professional associates he 
acquired from my stolen emails, quoting out of context my stolen emails and 
referencing documents contained within my stolen emails.  He accused me of 
perpetuating a “scheme” and raised the banner of tortious interference.  He 
maligned my reputation and negatively impacted my ability to engage with those 
companies for future business endeavors.  Mr. Malik’s cease and desist letters in 
conjunction with the upheaval created by the “Black Ops" flyer, summarily ended 
the research and development project.  Altogether, Ms. Crippen-Hunter’s criminal 
acts led to the upheaval of the Shinnecock Nation’s 221-year-old government; the 
disruption of Tribal programs; the lost opportunity for the Nation to regain between 
2,200- 4,000 acres of our aboriginal territory; and the loss of a multi-billion-dollar 
economic opportunity and tribal economic self-sufficiency for generations. 

I am grateful to the Creator that today the true criminal, Karen Crippen-Hunter, has 
been publicly revealed and will be held accountable for her crimes and actions.  
While I also believe that everyone who participated in this conspiracy and the 
peddling my stolen emails should be prosecuted alongside her; unfortunately, no 
one else is standing before the court today, except her.  

Personally, I have sought counseling to process my anger and frustration towards 
you and this entire violation.  I have managed to turn those negative feelings into 
an unyielding determination to bring forth the truth and hopefully reconciliation 
within our Tribe so that we can move forward. 



However, for our Nation to move on, I believe the punishment you receive today 
should be severe enough to serve as a stern deterrent to other tribal citizens of the  

Shinnecock Nation, so this never happens again. 

As an officer of the Shinnecock Nation Gaming Authority you had a duty of care to 
act in the best interest of the Nation, yet time and again you chose to placate to an 
outside third party.  Not only did you steal the livelihood and damage the 
credibility of myself and these four men, you stunted the economic prosperity for 
more than 1,500 tribal citizens and impugned the professional credibility of an 
entire Nation. In the absence of all that, all we have left is who we are as 
Shinnecock people, which you have also managed to deface when your actions 
toppled the 221-year-old legacy our ancestors had built as the oldest self-governing 
tribe in the United States. 

Your Honor, please know that our ancestor’s legacy of respect for the law and our 
Nation still live on strongly in the rest of us here today.  Although our Nation does 
not have a courts system we humbly trust Your Honor to respect our Nation enough 
to address the considerable damage inflicted by Ms. Crippen-Hunter’s actions 
within our tribal community. 

Karen, I believe you deserve beyond the maximum jail time, beyond the maximum 
monetary penalty and beyond the maximum monetary restitution based on your 
own admissions about the frequency, duration of your cyber intrusions and the pain 
you’ve caused. 

I understand that the sentencing guidelines are only advisory, and the court is not 
bound to follow the sentencing guidelines nor sentence the defendant within the 
calculated guideline range.  Whatever the outcome of today’s sentencing, it will 
still not be enough to make up for the historical damage and trauma she’s left in 
her wake.  Your honor, she did not just steal my personal emails.  Your honor, she 
stole the Nation’s future. 

Karen, today you will solely answer to the United States government; but 
ultimately, you will answer to the Citizens of the Shinnecock Nation for your 
actions. 

Your honor, thank you for allowing me to speak. 

Charles B. Randall, IV, 

Citizen, Shinnecock Indian Nation


